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Principles of Pulmonary Medicine helps you master the foundations of pulmonary medicine without

being overwhelmed! This concise, easy-to-read medical reference book correlates basic science

principles with the radiologic, pathologic, and clinical aspects of respiratory disease to provide an

integrated, accessible approach to the study of pulmonary medicine. Focus on the clinical aspects

and treatment of specific pulmonary and respiratory diseases, and understand the anatomy,

physiology, and pathophysiology relevant to major pulmonary disorders.Apply the material to

real-life practice with case-based pulmonology questions covering topics including pulmonary

function tests, physiologic data, and results of arterial blood gas testing.Learn the latest diagnostic

and therapeutic strategies with updated coverage of diagnostic modalities used in pulmonary

disease, as well as management of asthma, lung cancer, respiratory failure, pulmonary

hypertension, and other pulmonary diseases.Visually grasp difficult concepts with high-quality

images of the lung that complement discussions of specific diseases.Efficiently review critical

information in pulmonary medicine by skimming margin notes throughout the text.Practice your

knowledge with 200 case-based, self-assessment questions and apply pulmonology principles to

real-life practice. Access the complete contents online at Expert Consult, including NEW unique

author audio chapter lectures, video clips, questions, additional audio recordings of lung sounds,

supplemental images, and more.
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Required reading by some medical schools for 2nd year pulmonary organ system block. Very clear,

concise, readable text blending pathophysiology w/ clinical application. Despite their lack of color,

diagrams and images are quite helpful. Includes about 200 USMLE-style questions and online

access to breath sounds, nl bronchoscopy video, and videos on the proper use of inhalers.

I like the book very much and will always carry it with me.Eagerly waiting for the next edition with

updates.I wish there were more topics on interstitial lung disease and more elaborate guidelines for

pneumonia treatment.May need to add some pathology slides also.

Please note I returned this book because my school have a free electronic copy so I just printed as

needed. But this book is a great book for gaining understanding of pulmonary because as a warning

it can get complicated real fast. So I use this bookbalot just had to return the hard copy for financial

reasons. When the book did arrive it was in great condition as specified

This is a dense book packed full of physiology and pathophysiology helpful to understanding the

world of respiration. Having a few more illustrations would have been preferable to me, and more

practice questions at the end of each section to really hammer home mastery of the contents, but

overall this was an ok resource.It was a required textbook for our medical school course. I referred

to it every now and again. If you have the time to read it, it does provide a solid explanation of the

bulk of the material you need to be aware of for clinical and research purposes.

Very concise and clear. Perfect book to keep on the shelf for medical school. Love having the

ExpertConsult version as well, which I actually use more often than the physical copy.

The text book itself is fine. But I purchased the Kindle edition with the expectation that the full

content of the book would be available to me, as the case with other Kindle e-text books I

purchased before. But apparently this is not the case. There is no book codes anywhere to gain

access to the question bank, which is only available online. Nowhere in the product page is it made

clear that online content is not available to you. I tried to contact the Expert Consult people but only

answered by silence and tumbling weeds.

If you need a starting place as a fellow (such as the morass which is DPLD) in the field of pulm this



is THE book to get. extremely well written and gives basics before heading out to read MN, Spiro,

and ACCP stuff.

Book came in great condition. Very satisfied. Lots of good information for Pulmonary Medicine

students!
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